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1 Introduction 

The concept of filter exhaustiveness for measures is a powerful and fundamental tool, 
which has been recently investigated to prove several versions of limit theorems for lattice 
and topological group-valued measures with respect to filter convergence and some 
equivalence results (see for instance [3, 4, 5, 7], [8] and the bibliography therein), some 
comparison results with different kinds of filter convergence (see also [1]), and some 
results on weak filter compactness and weak filter convergence of measures (see also [2]). 
In general, it is impossible to obtain results of this kind analogous to the classical ones in 
the setting of filter convergence, but under the condition of filter 
exhaustiveness it is possible to give some results about uniform )(s -boundedness, 
countable additivity or regularity of subsequences, whose elements are indexed by suitable 
sets of the filter involved. 
In this paper we continue the investigation on these topics in the setting of lattice group-
valued measures, giving some properties of weak filter exhaustiveness for measure 
sequences and comparison results, relating them with modes of filter (sequential) 
continuity investigated in [6] and absolute continuity (see also [10]). In particular, we 
extend to the context of weak filter exhaustiveness of lattice group-valued measures earlier 
results of [11], and give some necessary and sufficient conditions for continuity of the limit 
measure. Moreover we investigate some relation with the continuity of the limit measure 
of a suitable filter pointwise convergent sequence of measures, and give some equivalence 
results. Finally, we pose some open problems.  

2  Preliminaries 

 Let G  be any abstract nonempty set, R  be a Dedekind complete )( -group, F  

be a free filter of N, )(GP  be a  -algebra, and )[0,:  , Rmn : , 

Nn , be finitely additive measures. Let d  be the pseudometric associated with  , 

namely |)()(=|),( BABAd    for each A , B .  
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Definitions 2.1  (a) An )(O -sequence is a decreasing sequence pp )(  in R , 

whose infimum is 0. 
(b) A sequence nnx )(  in R  )( FO -converges to Rx  iff there is an )(O -

sequence pp )(  in R  with Nn{ : F }|| pn xx   for every Np . 

(c) A sequence nnm )(  is said to be )( FRO -convergent to m  iff there exists an 

)(O -sequence pp )(  with Nn{ : F }|)()(| pn EmEm   for every Np  and 

E  (see also [9]).  
  
We now deal with filter exhaustiveness for lattice group-valued measure sequences 

and continuity for )( -group-valued measures. Further extensions and developments of 
these concepts will be given in a forthcoming paper.  

 
Definition 2.2  Let E  be fixed. We say that nnm )(  is  -weakly F -exhaustive 

at E  iff there is an )(O -sequence pp )(  such that for any Np  there is a positive real 

number   such that for any A  with  ),( AEd  there is a set FV  with 

pnn AmEm  |)()(|  whenever Vn .  

  
Definition 2.3  We say that nnm )(  is sequentially  -weakly F -exhaustive at E  

iff there exists an )(O -sequence pp )(  such that for each sequence kkE )(  in   with 

limk  0=),( EEd k  and Np  there are a sequence kkC )(  in F  and a set FD  with 

pnkn EmEm  |)()(|  whenever Dk   and kCn .  

  
Definitions 2.4  (a) A finitely additive measure Rm :  is  -continuous at E  

iff there is an )(O -sequence pp )(  in R  such that for any Np  there is 0>  with 

pEmAm  |)()(|  whenever A  and  ),( EAd . 

(b) We say that m  is  -absolutely continuous on   iff there is an )(O -sequence 

pp )(  such that for every Np  there is a positive real number   with pAm |)(|  

whenever  )(A .  
  
Definition 2.5  A finitely additive measure Rm :  is said to be sequentially 

 -F -continuous at E  iff there is an )(O -sequence pp )(  such that for every sequence 

kkE )(  in   with limk  0=),( EEd k  we have )( FO )(=)(lim EmEm kk with respect 

to pp )( .  
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Remark 2.6   Recall that, given a fixed free filter F  of N  and an element E , 

a finitely additive measure Rm :  is  -continuous at E  if and only if it is 
sequentially  -F -continuous at E  (see also [6, Theorem 2.1]).  

  

3  The main results 

 We begin with the following result, which extends [11, Proposition VII.9] to filter 
exhaustiveness and lattice groups.  

 
Proposition 3.1  Let )[0,:   and Rmn : , Nn , be finitely additive 

measures, and E . Then the following are equivalent:   
 
(a)    nnm )(  is  -weakly F -exhaustive at E ;  

(b)    nnm )(  is  -weakly F -exhaustive at  .  

  
  Proof: (a)   (b) Let E , pp )(  be an )(O -sequence and 0>  be 

according to  -weak F -exhaustiveness of nnm )(  at E . Choose arbitrarily A , with 

 )(A . Since   is finitely additive and positive, then   is monotone too, and hence 
we get:  

  
),()\(=))(( AEAEAE  

).()(=))\(\(=))\(( AAEAEEEAE    
  
Let FV  be in correspondence with E  and  -weak F -exhaustiveness. Taking into 
account finite additivity of the nm ’s, from (1) for every Vn  we have  

 
 |)\()(|=|)(| AEmAEmAm nnn

.2|)\()(||)()(| pnnnn AEmEmEmAEm   

 
(b)   (a) Let pp )(  be an )(O -sequence and   be according to  -weak F -

exhaustiveness of nnm )(  at  . Pick arbitrarily E , and let D  be with 

  )( DE . Then,  
  
                       ,)(=)\()\(   DEEDDE  

 
and a fortiori  )\( DE  and  )\( ED . Let V  be associated with DE \  and 

ED \ , thanks to  -weak F -exhaustiveness of nnm )(  at  . For every Vn  we have 
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 |)\()\(|=|)()(| EDmDEmDmEm nnnn

,2|)\(||)\(| pnn EDmDEm   

 
 getting the assertion.  
 

Analogously as Proposition 3.1, it is possible to prove the following  
 
Proposition 3.2  Under the same notations and hypotheses as above, the following 

are equivalent:   
 
(a)    nnm )(  is sequentially  -weakly F -exhaustive at E ;  

(b)   nnm )(  is sequentially  -weakly F -exhaustive at  .   

 
Remark 3.3   Observe that, arguing analogously as in Proposition 3.1, it is 

possible to see that a finitely additive measure Rm :  is  -continuous at some set 
E  if and only if m  is  -continuous at   if and only if m  is  -absolutely 

continuous on  , and that in this case it is possible to find a single )(O -sequence ppw )( , 

independent of E , with respect to which m  is  -continuous at every E .  
  

         We now turn to the following characterization of filter exhaustiveness in terms of 
continuity of the limit measure.  

 
Theorem 3.4  Let E , )[0,:  , Rmn : , Nn , be finitely 

additive measures, )( FRO -convergent to Rm :  with respect to an )(O -sequence 

pp )( * , and fix E . 

Then the following are equivalent:   
 
(a)     nnm )(  is sequentially  -weakly F -exhaustive at E ; 

 
(b)    nnm )(  is  -weakly F -exhaustive at E . 

 
(c)     m  is  -continuous at E .  
  
  Proof: (a)   (c) Let pp )(  be an )(O -sequence associated with sequential  -

weak F -exhaustiveness of nnm )(  at E  and )( FRO -convergence of nnm )(  to m  

respectively, and kkE )(  be a sequence in  , with limk  0=),( EEd k . In order to prove 

 -continuity of m  at E , thanks to Remark 2.6 it is enough to show that the sequence 

kkEm ))((  )( FO -converges to )(Em  with respect to the )(O -sequence ppp )(2 *   . 
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Choose arbitrarily Np . Let FD  and kkC )(  be in F  be according to 

sequential  -weak F -exhaustiveness, and pick arbitrarily Dk  . By )( FRO -

convergence of nnm )(  there is a sequence kkB )(  of elements of F  with  

 .any for |)()(||)()(| *
kpkknn BnEmEmEmEm    

For each kk CBn   we have  

 
 |)()(||)()(||)()(| EmEmEmEmEmEm nknkknk

,2|)()(| *
ppn EmEm    

 
getting the assertion. 
 

(c)   (a) By Remark 2.6, m  is sequentially  -F -continuous at E , and hence 
there exists an )(O -sequence pp )(  in R  such that for every Np  and for each 

sequence kkE )(  in   with limk  0=),( EEd k  there is FD  with 

pk EmEm  |)()(|  whenever Dk  . By )( FRO -convergence of nnm )(  to m  with 

respect to the )(O -sequence pp )( * , in correspondence with p , kE , Nk , and E  there 

exists a sequence kkF )( *  in F  with  

 

 *|)()(||)()(| pnkkn EmEmEmEm   

 
for any *

kFn . Thus for every Dk   and kCn  we get  

  
             |)()(||)()(||)()(| EmEmEmEmEmEm knnkn

,2|)()(| *
ppkkn EmEm    

 
namely sequential  -weak F -exhaustiveness of nnm )(  at E . 

 
(b)   (c) Let pp )(  be an )(O -sequence associated with  -weak F -

exhaustiveness at E , and pick arbitrarily Np . By hypothesis there exists a positive real 

number  , fulfilling the condition of  -weak F -exhaustiveness. Fix arbitrarily A  

with  ),( EAd : there exists a set F1F  with  pnn EmAm  |)()(| for each 1Fn

. Moreover, there exists F2F  with  
 

 *|)()(||)()(| pnn EmEmAmAm   

 
for any 2Fn . For each 21 FFn   we get  
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 |)()(||)()(||)()(| EmAmAmAmEmAm nnn .2|)()(| *
ppn EmEm    

 

Hence ppEmAm   *2|)()(|  for each A  with  ),( EAd , getting -

continuity of m  at E . 
 
(c)   (b) By  -continuity of m  at E  there exists an )(O -sequence )( p  in R  

such that for every Np  there is 0>  with pEmAm  |)()(| for every A  with 

 ),( EAd . By )( FRO -convergence of nnm )(  to m  with respect to the )(O -

sequence pp )( * , in correspondence with p , A  and E  there exists a set F*F  with )()(| n AmAm 
 

  |)()(||)()(||)()(| EmAmAmAmEmAm nnn ,2|)()(| *
ppn EmEm    

 
namely  -weak F -exhaustiveness of nnm )(  at E .  

 
Open problems: 
(a) Investigate similar notions of filter exhaustiveness and filter continuity, and prove some 
related comparison results. 
(b) Find different results for measures or functions taking values in different types of 
abstract structures (for example, metric semigroups or topological groups). 
(c) Find similar results considering weaker kinds of convergence. 
(d) Study similar results requiring R  to be super Dedekind complete or even an arbitrary 

)( -group.  
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